The Université de Toulouse 1 (UT1) Capitole has its roots in a faculty of canonical law established in 1229. Well known for its reputation in law and political science, the university has diversified its research and academic programs since the 1960s, hiring top-quality faculty in economics and management. Today UT1’s school of economics and institute of business administration have reputations that extend well beyond France: both are considered among the top European institutions for teaching and research in these disciplines. The university enrolls more than 18,500 students, of which 20% are international students from every continent on the globe.

◆ MAIN PROGRAMMES OF STUDY

The parts of the university: Faculty of law School of Economy (T.S.E.) Faculty of administration and communication Institute of business administration (TSM) Faculty of computer science University institute of technology (in Rodez) Extension campus: University center in Montauban Components of the university governed by partnership agreements: Institute for political studies J

◆ RESEARCH

The Université de Toulouse 1 Capitole is a cluster for research in law, political science, economics, and management. Many UT1 research teams are affiliated with the area’s most prestigious centers for information sciences and mathematics.
- Doctoral department for law and political science
- Midi-Pyrénées doctoral department for economics
- Doctoral department for management

◆ STRENGTHS

Training and research at UT1 is strongly oriented toward professional studies, an orientation that enables students to move smoothly into careers. The university’s excellent placement rate is a consequence both of its advanced research (which guarantees top-quality teaching) and of an ongoing commitment to the internationalization of our academic programs and research activities.

◆ LOCATION

The university is concentrated in three sites. The Arsenal and the Anciennes Facultés, a two-minute walk from the Place du Capitole, house most of UT1’s lecture halls and classrooms, as well as the main university library. Most laboratories and research libraries are housed at the Manufacture des Tabacs, located between the Garonne River and the Brienne Canal.

◆ IDENTITY FORM

- Precise name of the institution
  Université Toulouse 1 Capitole
- Type of institution
  Public
- City where the main campus is located
  Toulouse
- Number of students
  18 500
- Percentage or number of international students
  20%
- Type and level of qualifications awarded
  LMD - Diploma of University - double diplomas
- French language courses
  Yes
- Programs for international students
  Yes
- Programs in English
  Yes
- Registration fees/year (for information only)
  Licence : 180 euros - Master : 250 euros
  Doctoral programs : 380 euros - 200 euros for participation in the French social security system.
- Postal address
  2 rue du Doyen Gabriel Marty - 31042 Toulouse Cedex
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